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Your entire operation is a well-oiled machine. I felt totally pampered from listing to closings. I 

appreciate the very professional organization and the very personal service. In an era when 

service is diminishing, the Cindy B team is the exception. Joe Stemple, Park Hills 

Your organization provides the best in communication, knowledge of the market and a very 

professional approach with a tremendous staff with excellent capability. We had total trust and 

confidence in your whole organization. Out of 11 homes (bought and sold), the Cindy B! team is 

the best we have been exposed to. Tony Harvill, Ft. Wright 

The practice of a specialized contract manager dealing with clients once the contract is signed is 

an excellent feature that we had not seen before. She was always available by phone and email, 

unlike agents we’ve dealt with in the past. Our experience was so positive and it came together 

so quickly, it is hard to identify improvements. The organization is efficient and very 

professional. JoAnn Owens, Villa Hills 

We like that Cindy B! was able to concentrate on us the customer more, while your professional 

photographer specialist takes picture and gets the listing set up. It gave Cindy B!  more quality 

time with us to answer all of our questions and time to get the home sold. We like the team 

concept because it provided us with professional service, abundance of useful information and 

quick replies. Jim & Darla, Taylor Mill  5/31/05 

My buyer agent has an amazing talent for knowing what a buyer is looking for in a house. She 

also makes time for her clients to see houses on short notice and acts as if it was no 

inconvenience. For a first time homeowner who really doesn’t know what to expect in buying a 

home, our buyer agent and the contact manager specialist made it all very clear for us. Kit & 

Chelle Green, Edgewood 

I love the concept of different agents working for the buyer or seller. You feel "special" in this 

case. My buyer agent was the best. I felt as though I made a new friend in the 3-4 weeks that I 

worked with her. She was a true pleasure to work with. Beth Sterling, Crescent Springs. 


